
Insight Platform
A comprehensive security arsenal for AWS and the rest of your IT footprint
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Security concerns are often a central reason why an 
organization hasn’t started or expanded their use of AWS. 
Rapid7 helps organizations leverage AWS with confidence. Our 
products are built to secure hybrid environments. Not only do 
they offer an array of features addressing the unique 
challenges of securing on-prem and cloud workloads, they 
also integrate with AWS’ native security services. Joint 
Rapid7/AWS customers enjoy the best of all worlds: the 
convenience and deep integration of AWS security solutions 
as well as the ability to monitor, detect, and react to threats 
across their entire IT footprint using Rapid7’s Insight platform 
of solutions.

InsightCloudSec is a fully-integrated cloud-native security platform (CNSP) that enables teams to protect even the most 
complex cloud and container environments from misconfigurations, policy violations, threats, and identity & access 
management (IAM) challenges. With automated, real-time remediation plus integrations with messaging tools and 
ticketing systems, InsightCloudSec helps customers more quickly respond to security or compliance risks in their AWS 
environment. By enabling continuous security and compliance for AWS environments, including AWS GovCloud and AWS 
China, InsightCloudSec allows organizations to rapidly innovate while staying secure.

AWS Integrations:
EC2 CloudTrailEKS CloudWatch

S3

InsightIDR is a SaaS SIEM and XDR solution designed to accelerate detection and response of both external and internal 
attacks. InsightIDR unifies data from AWS sources like GuardDuty and CloudTrail with on-prem and remote endpoints, 
cloud-based services, network traffic, and honeypots. InsightIDR delivers a robust, highly curated library of detections 
spanning both user and attacker behavior analytics to identify both known and unknown threats early in the attack-chain. 
Built-in automation capabilities allow teams to instantly respond to a confirmed attack. InsightIDR enables security teams 
to work more efficiently and effectively, avoiding distractions and staying ahead of attackers.

AWS Integrations:
CloudTrail GuardDuty SQS VPC 

Mirroring

S3 RDS IAM Macie
+ many more!

https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightcloudsec/
https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightidr/


InsightVM is a vulnerability management solution that collects data from across your IT ecosystem (AWS, data centers, 
remote endpoints, containers, and more) to detect the presence of vulnerabilities and misconfigurations. Findings are 
prioritized based on the risk posed to your organization. Integrations with ticketing systems and AWS Security Hub ensure 
other teams can see the vulnerabilities they are responsible for. The Dynamic Discovery feature adds EC2 instances the 
second they are created and cleans them up when they’re terminated. It also imports all EC2 tags to help organize 
findings. Meanwhile, Cloud Configuration Assessment can detect misconfigured AWS and other cloud assets based on 
CIS Foundations Benchmarks.

AWS Integrations:
EC2 ECRECS EKS CloudTrail Security Hub

InsightConnect security orchestration, automation and response (SOAR) solution that helps to accelerate time-intensive, 
highly manual incident response and vulnerability management processes. With more than 300 plugins (including over a 
dozen AWS integrations) to connect to an organization’s IT and security systems — and a huge library of customizable 
workflows — you’ll free up your security team to tackle bigger challenges, while still leveraging their expertise at critical 
decision points.

AWS Integrations:
EC2 CloudTrailCloudWatch

+ more!
SQS S3 IAMSecurity HubAthena

InsightAppSec is a powerful dynamic application security testing (DAST) solution built for modern security and DevOps 
teams looking to embed security into the SDLC. InsightAppSec simulates application attacks to find vulnerabilities and 
provides remediation guidance. Our unique universal translator, built-in integrations, and attack replay capabilities provide 
you with comprehensive scan coverage and fast time-to-value—without hindering speed of development. It automates 
critical defenses allowing DevSecOps teams to more comprehensively protect their entire attack surface. 

AWS Integrations:
EC2

We’re more than just software
Rapid7 Managed Services can help you quickly 
leverage your security program investment by 
handling the operational requirements of incident 
detection and response, vulnerability scanning, and 
application security for you.

We also offer a variety of Professional Services 
including pentests and security assessments.

Get started with Rapid7
To learn more about Rapid7 solutions or to start a free 
trial, speak to your AWS Account Manager or contact 
the Rapid7 sales team.

Available on
Contact Us

https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightvm/
https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightconnect/
https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightappsec/
https://www.rapid7.com/services/managed-services/
https://www.rapid7.com/services/security-consulting/
https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/search/results?CREATOR=1121698c-7b7b-4a71-86d3-cfc65ab72368&FULFILLMENT_OPTION_TYPE=SAAS%2CPROFESSIONAL_SERVICES&filters=CREATOR%2CFULFILLMENT_OPTION_TYPE
https://www.rapid7.com/contact/

